George F. Rand, president of the club, was present to address the audience. As a member of the National Committee of the Pennsylvania Club, he is interested in the success of the project. This committee is coordinating the admission of the students who will be participating in the six-act play "Pledge." A special pass will be required for admission to the evening showings.

The Preliminary Program was announced as follows:

First Year Freshmen

FRONTSPICE BY G. C. STEVENS

Marching season terminated last night, and the "Pledge Number" of the Panch Bowl is prepared for its appearance on the stage. Probably at no other time during the next three months will the athletic world be so keenly interested in the progress of a professional player as in this period. This is the time when the future of some of the most promising athletes in the country is being formed.

Pledge Lists

In accordance with its custom, the Pennsylvania Club will publish its pledge list in the next issue of the "Pennsylvania Club" magazine. As a result, this list of pledges made by the interested members of the club will be of great interest to the many prospective members who are considering entering this society.

CONCLUSION

The Pennsylvania Club is well attended. The spring musical "Mr. Punch" was well received by the large audience who turned out to enjoy it. The next event scheduled is the annual "Yardley" in April, which will be an interesting and entertaining event. The Pennsylvania Club looks forward to another successful year.

COACH CARLS Issues

COACH CARLS Issues

CALL TO ASPIRANTS FOR ALL POSITIONS ON NINE

To Hold Initial Draft of Infield and Outfield Candidates on Franklin Field This Afternoon

TO TAKE MOVES OF PRACTICE

First-string Varsity of Last Year in tact, With Exception of Goldstein

Baseball practice will begin in earnest this afternoon, when candidates for all varsity and freshman positions will report to Coach Walter Carls at Franklin Field this afternoon. The players who have been working out have made good progress this week, and the team will be ready for the start of the season. The newly signed freshmen will also report.

Famous Irish Author Gives Brilliant Lecture Before Large Crowd

James Stephens, well-known Irish author, addressed the students of Pennsylvania on Friday evening, under the auspices of the Fine Arts Association, speaking before a capacity audience yesterday afternoon in the College Auditorium. The lecture was given as a part of the annual program of the Fine Arts Association in the United States, which is sponsored by the American Association of University Women. The lecture was an excellent opportunity to learn about the works of one of the foremost authors of today.

Audience Thrilled

By James Stephens

P. A. R. N. V. W. APPOINTED TO ALUMNI FUND COMMITTEE

G. W. C. McGILL and G. H. C. W. C. RAND, W. S. A. A. W.

Cagemen Prepare For Strong Nittany Five

Meet Unofficial State Aggregate in "Pledge"

Coach McGillicuddy will have another chance to run an opponent's defense team when they meet the State of Michigan at Wellman Field next Saturday. Members come down to Philadelphia only to see the first game which they have experienced this year, and all of them were ready to do their best.

The team, which has been playing well, is expected to win the game. The team is composed of the most outstanding athletes in the state, and is sure to give a good showing.

The game will be played at 1:00 p.m. at Wellman Field, and is expected to be exciting. The team will be composed of the most outstanding athletes in the state, and is sure to give a good showing.

IVY BALL TICKETS TO BE SOLD IN Bulk

S. F. BALL TICKETS TO BE SOLD IN Bulk

IVY BALL TICKETS TO BE SOLD IN Bulk

A Miami-Browns' fifty-one game will be played in Chicago on Saturday afternoon. The game is expected to be exciting, and tickets are sure to be sold.

The game will be played at 2:00 p.m. at the White City Park, and is expected to be exciting. Admission is free to all students.
Are You "Gommyfied" for the Ivy

We have everything in stock from Shoes to Hat, including the new Gommy Dress Tie and the Gommy Wing Collar. Our own exclusive designs and for sale here only.

**GOMMY**

MINIBAR OF DISTINCTION

Uof P. Campus

2635 WOODLAND AVENUE

---

**GYMNNISTS SUCCESSFUL IN MID-WESTERN TRIP**

Most University of Chicago, University of Wisconsin, and Wisconsin on Thanksgiving Trip

**RETURN CONTESTS NEXT YEAR**

After a successful trip to the Middle West, where the University of Chicago, University of Wisconsin and the University of Minnesota were encountered, the Pennsylvania gym team returned to Philadelphia Monday. They also took part in an exhibition meet at Northwestern University.

Friday evening the Red and Blue gymasts defeated 20 to 61 by the Chicago University team. The Philadelphians, who are the champions of the Western Conference, have held the title for the last five years. In this meet Krager was high scorer, taking three second places and two thirds.

The men who made the trip are Capt. John Kimball, Brian, Kloster, Krueger, Manager Barber, and Coach Hillel. They were welcomed at Chico as a group of Pennsylvania athletes.

This is the last long trip that has been made by a minor sport team of the University. Next year Pennsylvania will be busy to all three of these teams, and it is hoped that this will prove a foundation for future interscholastic contests. The next game will be held Friday evening with Dartmouth at the Y. M. H. A. Field and Fish Streets.

**NOTED LABOR LEADERS WILL ADDRESS FORUM**

John W. Tews and Henry S. Hellman of the National Industrial Council and Dr. Norman Thomas, director of the League for Industrial Democracy, will discuss the relation between employer and employee as a meeting of the University Forum on March 16. Announcement of the meeting was made yesterday by Raymond S. Bush, president of the Forum.

Judge Holzer is a director of the League for Industrial Democracy, an employer-employee organization. He was a founder of the Kansas court and has achieved nationwide fame in his addresses on the subject of labor.

Mr. Tews was for several years editor of a leading labor publication. The League for Industrial Democracy is an employee-organization. The discussion will probably be in the form of a debate, although the exact subject has not been announced. The meeting is expected to be in Battle Hall.

CINCOLO ITALIANO PRESENTS ENTERTAINMENT AND DANCE

Arrangements have been completed for an literary and musical entertainment to be presented by the Cincolo Italiano at Houston Hall tomorrow at 7:30. An interesting and varied program has been arranged for the students.

The principal speaker will be the Antimoney Ballast who is a member of the Italian Community and has been invited to attend. The entertainment will begin at 7:30 and the meeting will continue until 9:30.

NIGHT OUT

Philadelphia

NEW YORK

RENT A CAR

Drive It Yourself
PAY BY THE MILE

DRIVE-IT-YOURSELF CO.

1830 MARKET ST.

THECENTENNIAL NATIONAL BANK

32nd and MARKET STREETS

PHILADELPHIA

The most convenient bank to the University of Pennsylvania solicits your account on its record of nearly fifty years of service.

JOHNSON & MURPHY SHOES

The Nation’s Finest Shoes for Men on display every Friday at PENNSYLVANIA BARBER SHOP

3655 WOODLAND AVENUE

CUNNINGHAM BOOT SHOP

1827 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia

For the Ivy Ball

TUXEDOS

The Best That Money Can Buy

$37.50

Tuxedos To Hire

UNIVERSITY CLOTHES OF STYLE, QUALITY & ECONOMY

Philadelphia

THE HENLEY

In the Henley model is shown one of the newest creations of our English designer, to be obtained only at Browning-King stores.

Campus Store

3709 SPRUCE ST.

Main Store

1534-26 CHESTNUT ST.
NOTICES

Whatever Seniors—A representatives of the General Electric Company will be at the Wharton School today and tomorrow to interview men who are interested in entering the insurance field upon graduation. Kindly call at Room 706, Logan Hall, for an appointment.

Pennsylvania Alumni—The business manager will pay 15 cents for each copy of the Pennsylvania issued on December 13, 1924.

Frank Sauer—The Council of Athletics has awarded Freshman soccerists to the following men: Kell, Box, West, Brown, S. H.; Brooks, C. L.; Gordon, Horwitz, Matthews, Maxwell, Shults, Hunn, Stortz, N. L.; Dommes, Custer. These men will report on today, at 1:30 P.M., in uniform for their practice. If the weather does not permit the picture to be taken today, it will be taken tomorrow.

Students—Board-Topper, 25 Wh. Main and Wig—Rehearsal of the Glee Clubs of the sophomore, 236 Franklin Street, today, tomorrow and Friday at 8:30.

Senior Picture Committee—Meet in Houston Hall at 1:30 P.M. Following the meeting Ben Rau, Melvin Beck, Max Cohen, H. B. Books, Charles Gol, Ed. Gruen, D. E. Hamill, Edward Lemon, R. Klinke, George, Spa, Abe Simon, Donald Swan, K. Shulman, and W. A. Adkins. Spanish Club—The meeting of the Spanish Club scheduled for this evening has been postponed until Wednesday, March 1.

Freshman Baseball—All batter candidates report for practice at Franklin Field every afternoon at 2 o'clock.

Varsity Baseball—Candidates for all positions except to Franklin Field at 3 o'clock; this afternoon in uniform. Men will be taken.

Swimming—All managerial candidates report at the pool at 5 o'clock; Saturday, February 20, for the Freshman meet. Class Record—Meeting of all business leaders tomorrow at 5:30 P.M.

Supreme Vigilance Committee—Meeting tomorrow night, at 7:30 o'clock. Every member must be present.

Freshman—Those men who want to report to Vigilance Committee tonight are to report tomorrow night instead.

Punch Bowl—Close out this afternoon. All leaders are required to be present. Meeting of all art and official leaders Friday at 8 o'clock.

Favorites—There are forty tickets available to Juniors for the Ivy Ball. These tickets are 30 cents each.
After the publication of the University of Pennsylvania daily, The Penn, on the campus of the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, I would like to present my personal reflections on the campus and the student experience.

The Penn, founded in 1740, is one of the oldest and most prestigious universities in the United States. The campus is a vibrant hub of academic and social activity, with a rich history and a diverse student body. The university is known for its strong emphasis on research and its commitment to excellence in teaching.

The Penn offers a wide range of academic programs, including engineering, business, and the humanities. The university is particularly strong in the fields of medicine, law, and business. The university is also known for its athletics programs, particularly its football team, which is a source of pride for many students.

One of the things that I appreciate about the Penn campus is the sense of community that exists among students, staff, and faculty. The university is committed to fostering a diverse and inclusive environment, and this is reflected in the wide range of student organizations and cultural events that take place on campus.

Despite the many positive aspects of the Penn campus, there are also challenges that students and faculty must face. The cost of tuition and living expenses can be prohibitive for many students, and the high pressure to succeed can take a toll on mental health.

Overall, I believe that the Penn campus is an exceptional place to study and work, and I am grateful for the opportunities that it has provided me.
The performance. The part of Sally, the role that McGuire has been given, is a difficult one. Sally is a woman who lives in the present moment, fully engaged with her environment and her relationships. Her inner world is rich and complex, and her interaction with others is often ambiguous and unpredictable. McGuire's portrayal of Sally is both captivating and subtle, perfectly capturing the essence of the character. Her performance is a testament to her talent and dedication as an actress. The play itself is a thought-provoking exploration of the nature of consciousness and the limits of understanding. It raises questions about the nature of reality and the human condition. The audience is drawn into the narrative, and the questions it raises remain with us long after the performance has ended.
Baseball Team Oyes Much To -Doc" Cartis

Last Season's Unsettled Showing Due to Mentor's Good Coaching

As one of the leading college ball clubs of the country, the Pennsylvania baseball team owes its superior position today to the efforts of Dr. Walter D. Cartis, who has reached the University's diamond players. During the most recent years preceding 1925, base-

ball at Pennsylvania was laurel "in its, and the athletic Council, in choosing Dr. Cartis to take this role, recognized the importance of his being a player who specifically indicated the results of last season. Following in his footsteps, last but not least, is the burning question.

Fueling energy, miking and understanding coaches at a season's end.

**PROGRAM FOR COMING A. I. E. E. CONVENTION IS COMPLETED**

From the underwriting ban of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, which will be held Monday, March 8, are now available full details. Students from the technical schools of colleges in America, who will attend the convention, will be held at the Moore School. The A. I. E. E. is a group of students organized at the undergraduate branch of a year,

This special $2 excursion rate, offered by the American Line, will attend the gathering, which will be terminated by the American Line, the Musical Clubs will return on Wednesday, March 8.

The concert on March 1 will be followed by a banquet held in the Fox Theater. Tickets for both the concert and ball are now on sale at the Musical Club rooms on the second floor of Houston Hall.

**SMOKING A BY WOMEN AROUSES CRITICISM**

Smoking, so indulged in by the fair sex, has again brought to our attention a short time ago is the action taken at a meeting of the officers incidentally, the meeting body of the West Philadelphia High School.

The feminine students of the high school, in the future, will be permitted on school and church premises. The committee, of the West Philadelphia High School, of the project.

The following Wednesday will be held at a formal ball in the Fox Theater. Tickets for both the concert and ball are now on sale at the Musical Club rooms on the second floor of Houston Hall.
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